Intraoperative Measurement of Arterial Blood Flow in Aneurysm Surgery.
Intraoperative flowmetry (IF) has been recently introduced during cerebral aneurysm surgery in order to obtain a safer surgical exclusion of the aneurysm. This study evaluates the usefulness of IF during surgery for cerebral aneurysms and compares the results obtained in the joined surgical series of Verona and Padua to the more recent results obtained at the neurosurgical department of Verona.In the first surgical series, between 2001 and 2010, a total of 312 patients were submitted to IF during surgery for cerebral aneurysm at the neurosurgical departments of Verona and Padua: 162 patients presented with subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) whereas 150 patients harbored unruptured aneurysms. In the second series, between 2011 and 2016, 112 patients were submitted to IF during surgery for cerebral aneurysm at the neurosurgical department of Verona; 24 patients were admitted for SAH, whereas 88 patients were operated on for unruptured aneurysms.Comparison of the baseline values in the two surgical series and the baseline values between unruptured and ruptured aneurysms showed no statistical differences between the two clinical series. Analysis of flowmetry measurements showed three types of loco-regional flow derangements: hyperemia after temporary arterial occlusion, redistribution of flow in efferent vessels after clipping, and low flow in patients with SAH-related vasospasm.IF provides real-time data about flow derangements caused by surgical clipping of cerebral aneurysm, thus enabling the surgeon to obtain a safer exclusion; furthermore, it permits the evaluation of other effects of clipping on the loco-regional blood flow. It is suggested that-in contribution with intraoperative neurophysiological monitoring-IF may now constitute the most reliable tool for increasing safety in aneurysm surgery.